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Outskirts Press, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.My mind started racing. We had never really planned to live
together; we hadn t planned on living apart, either. After she moved in with me, it was easier to get
more involved than it was to cause a scene and split up What we had certainly wasn t the spiritual
love of Shakespeare s sonnets, but it was certainly a comfort born of affection and habit The tales
and vignettes found in Little Stories were first penned by author Jeff Roberts during his
undergraduate years at the University of Iowa, where he tried to balance school with the full-time
task of being a writer. Whether he s writing about the end of a love relationship or the pain in
dealing with the loss of a beloved pet, Roberts quietly moving stories are packed with real emotion
and rich detail. Little Stories takes a critical look at the inevitable moments of betrayal and
loneliness in our awkward quest to love and be loved, but the reader will discover the value - and
even joy - to be had by looking backward and...
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. I have go through and i am sure that i will likely to study again once again later on. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Tad Stanton Sr.-- Tad Stanton Sr.

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea Legros V-- Lea Legros V
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